We established **Sweetanok** as a U.S. registered 501(c)3 non-profit organization in April 2022 to focus on two primary objectives: rebuilding Ukraine in the wake of war and supporting the Ukrainian Armed Forces.

### Rebuild Ukraine

We build neighborhoods for Ukrainian communities destroyed by the war. We are developing an innovative urban planning strategy to reinvigorate and transform small Ukrainian villages into vibrant and modern urban spaces. We are not just rebuilding Ukraine to its pre-war state—we want to improve private housing in small towns and villages of rural Ukraine. We believe that comfortable modern homes should be affordable and flexible.

### Supply Army

To rebuild Ukraine we need to make sure it wins the war. We use our deep network of local connections to receive and prioritize supply requests from Ukrainian military units. We raise funds through our corporate donors, local community events, and social media engagement, then source certified equipment and supplies. Our unique value proposition is providing overseas air shipping using our licensed logistic channels.
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**$117,783.68**

raised total

**15 projects**

successfully completed
Supply Army

$133,682
worth of supplies delivered

$66,527.27
sourcing

$3,412.33
shipping

20+
military units supplied

Supply Army

Our help in numbers

🔗 1204 tourniquets, chest seals, and surgery kits
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🔗 2331 hemostatic bandages, kits, and tools
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魈 120 tactical individual first aid kits
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魈 307 litters, hospital meds, and equipment
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魈 26 drones and tactical laptops
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魈 6 trucks repaired or purchased
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魈 21 tactical clothes, suits, boots, gloves
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魈 1200 lbs. of humanitarian aid for children
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Our debt in gratitude

We are eternally grateful to all of the brave service members of the Ukrainian Armed Forces who are tirelessly defending Ukraine against the Russian invasion. We can never repay our debt to you.

We appreciate the help from everyone who's helping us supply the army, our partners, friends, and volunteers: Denys Evdokymenko Foundation, 911 PC Help, Roman Naftel and Our Batallion, Olena Kovalenko and Save Ukraine Team, Olena Kozachenko, Sasha Dubicheva, Pavlo Shapoval, and many-many others.
$37,300 raised total

Modular housing
We’ve worked with numerous suppliers and architects and landed on two promising project concepts: iWHome and Unit[e] by Aranchii Architects. After months of iterations, we’ve created a final modular home project that can be effectively produced and delivered at scale.

Urban planning
We’ve developed an innovative urban planning and renovation strategy to restore and evolve small Ukrainian communities into striving European towns with excellent investment potential—starting with the Hostomel Territorial Community in Kyiv Oblast—a place of decisive battle to defend Kyiv.

Networking and government relations
We have established close relationships, signed memorandums, and facilitated continuous collaboration with numerous Ukrainian official institutions to make our vision a reality: Kyiv Oblast State Administration, Hostomel District Military Administration, National Union of Architects of Ukraine, and Kyiv National University of Building and Architecture.
Looking forward

Our plan for 2023 includes joining Ukraine’s Reconstruction Integrity, Sustainability, and Efficiency Coalition (RISE) to help creating transparent and well-regulated processes and platforms to launch and support urban planning and housing projects.

We’re confident that together with our international friends and donors we can help to rebuild and evolve Ukrainian communities into prosperous and truly European urban spaces.
$3,000

invested into our public relations and communication

We're committed to transparent and honest communications with the Ukrainian and international communities. We are facilitating media and social coverage to share the stories of our iterative work process and all the people who help us along the way.

Through our engagement with media outlets and social media platforms, we're building trust and understanding with our partners in Ukraine while gathering more support among our donors. Stay tuned!

facebook.com/sweetanok.us

instagram.com/sweetanok_us

hello@sweetanok.org

Thank you.

— Karolina, Kyrylo and Sergiy